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AbstratSaturation-based aluli suh as superposition an be suessfully instanti-ated to deision proedures for many deidable fragments of �rst-order logi.In ase of termination without generating an empty lause, a saturated lauseset impliitly represents a minimal model for all lauses, based on the un-derlying term ordering of the superposition alulus. In general, it is notdeidable whether a ground atom, a lause or even a formula holds in thisminimal model of a satis�able saturated lause set.Based on an extension of our superposition alulus for �xed domainswith syntati disequality onstraints in a non-equational setting, we de-sribe models given by ARM (Atomi Representations of term Models) orDIG (Disjuntions of Impliit Generalizations) representations as minimalmodels of �nite saturated lause sets. This allows us to present several newdeidability results for validity in suh models. These results extend in par-tiular the known deidability results for ARM and DIG representations.
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1 IntrodutionSaturation-based aluli suh as ordered resolution [2℄ or superposition [18℄an be suessfully instantiated to deision proedures for many deidablefragments of �rst-order logi [10, 16, 13℄. Given a set N of lauses, satura-tion means the exhaustive reursive appliation of all alulus inferene rulesup to redundany, resulting in a potentially in�nite lause set N�. If thealulus is omplete, either N� ontains the empty lause, meaning that Nis unsatis�able, or the set N� impliitly represents a unique minimal Her-brand model IN� produed by a model generating operator out of N�. Themodel generating operator is based on a redution ordering � that is totalon ground terms and also used to de�ne the redundany notion and inferenerestritions underlying a superposition alulus.Given a model representation formalism for some lause set N , aordingto [9, 4℄, eah model representation should ideally represent a unique sin-gle interpretation, provide an atom test deiding ground atoms, support aformula evaluation proedure deiding arbitrary formulae, and an algorithmdeiding equivalene of two model representations.By de�nition, the superposition model generating operator produes aunique minimal model IN� out of N� aording to �. This satis�es the aboveuniqueness postulate. As �rst-order logi is semi-deidable, the saturatedset N� may be in�nite and hene deision proedures for properties of IN�are in general hard to �nd. Even if N� is �nite, any other properties likethe ground atom test, formula evaluation, and equivalene of models arestill undeidable in general. This shows the expressiveness of the saturationonept. For partiular ases, however, more is known. The atom test isdeidable if N� is �nite and all lauses � ! �; s�t 2 N� are universallyredutive, i.e., vars(�;�; t) � vars(s) and s is the stritly maximal term in� ! �; s�t or a literal in � is seleted [12℄. This basially generalizes thewell-known deidability result of the word problem for onvergent rewritesystems to full lause representations. Even for a �nite universally redutivelause set N�, lause evaluation (and therefore formula evaluation) and the2



model equivalene of two suh lause sets remain undeidable.More spei� resolution strategies produe forms of universally redutivesaturated lause sets with better deidability properties. An eager seletionstrategy results in a hyper-resolution style saturation proess where, startingwith a Horn lause set N , eventually all lauses ontributing to the modelIN� are positive units. Suh strategies deide, e.g., the lause lasses VEDand PVD [9, 4℄. The positive unit lauses in N� represent so-alled ARMs(Atomi Representations of term Models). Saturations of resolution aluliwith onstraints [18, 4℄ produe in a similar setting positive unit lauseswith onstraints. Restrited to syntati disequality onstraints, the minimalmodel of the saturated lause set an be represented as a DIG (Disjuntions ofImpliit Generalizations). DIGs generalize ARMs in that positive units maybe further restrited by syntati disequations. Ferm�uller and Pihler [11℄showed that the expressive power of DIGs orresponds to the one of so-alled ontexts used in the model evolution alulus [3℄ and that the groundatom test as well as the lause evaluation test and the equivalene test aredeidable.We extend the results of Ferm�uller and Pihler [11℄ for DIGs and ARMs tomore expressive formulae with quanti�er alternations using saturation-basedtehniques. We �rst enhane the non-equational part of our superpositionalulus for �xed domains [14℄ with syntati disequations (Setion 3). Theresult is an ordered resolution alulus for �xed domains with syntati dise-quations that is sound (Proposition 3.5) and omplete (Theorem 3.9). Givenan ARM representation N�, we show in Setion 6 thatIN� j= 8~x:9~y:� and IN� j= 9~x:8~y:�are both deidable, where � is an arbitrary quanti�er-free formula (The-orem 6.9). For more expressive DIG representations N�, we show amongother results that IN� j= 8~x:9~y:C and IN� j= 9~x:8~y:C 0are deidable for any lause C, and for any lause C 0 in whih no prediateours both positively and negatively (Theorem 6.8). In order to ope withexistential quanti�ers in a minimal model semantis, we do not Skolemizebut treat existential quanti�ers by additional onstraints.This artile is an extended version of [15℄.
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2 PreliminariesWe build on the notions of [1, 19℄ and shortly reall here the most importantonepts as well as the spei� extensions needed for the new alulus CORpresented in Setion 3.Terms and ClausesLet � = (P;F) be a signature onsisting of a �nite set P of prediate symbolsof �xed arity and a �nite set F of funtion symbols of �xed arity, and letX[V be an in�nite set of variables suh that X, V and F are disjoint and Vis �nite. Elements of X are alled universal variables and denoted as x; y; z,and elements of V are alled existential variables and denoted as v, possiblyindexed.We denote by T (F ; X 0) the set of all terms over F and X 0 � X [ V andby T (F) the set of all ground terms over F . Throughout this artile, weassume that T (F) is non-empty.We will de�ne equations and lauses in terms of multisets. A multisetover a set S is a funtion M : S ! N . We use a list-like notation to desribemultisets, e.g. A;A;A denotes the multisetM whereM(A) = 3 andM(B) =0 for all B 6= A in S. If M and M 0 are two multisets, we denote the unionof M and M 0 by M;M 0.An equation s't is a multiset of two terms s; t; a disequation s6't is amultiset of two singleton sets of terms fsg; ftg. A multiset s1't1; : : : ; sn'tnof equations is often written as ~s'~t. An atom over � is an expression ofthe form P (t1; : : : ; tn), where P 2 P is a prediate symbol of arity n andt1; : : : ; tn 2 T (F ; X) are terms. To improve readability, atoms P (t1; : : : ; tn)will often be denoted as P (~t).A lause is a pair of multisets of atoms, written � ! �, interpreted asthe onjuntion of all atoms in the anteedent � implying the disjuntion ofall atoms in the suedent �. A lause is Horn if � ontains at most oneatom; it is a unit if the whole lause ontains exatly one atom. The empty4



lause is denoted by �.Constrained ClausesA onstraint � over � = (P;F) (and V ) is a multiset of equations s't anddisequations t6't0 where s 2 V [ T (F ; X) and t; t0 2 T (F ; X) and everyexistential variable ours at most one in �. We denote the multiset ofequations in � by �' and the multiset of disequations by � 6'. We all �'the positive part of � and say that � is positive if � = �'. A onstraint isground if it does not ontain any universal variables.Let V = fv1; : : : ; vng with vi 6= vj for i 6= j. A onstrained lause � kCover � (and V ) onsists of a onstraint � and a lause C over �, suh that�' = v1't1; : : : ; vn'tn. The set of all variables ourring in a onstrainedlause � kC is denoted by vars(� kC). A onstrained lause � kC is alledground if it does not ontain any universal variables, i.e. if vars(� kC) � V(and hene vars(� kC) = V ). We ignore linear onstraint equations thevariables of whih do not our elsewhere in the onstrained lause, i.e. weabbreviate (�'; �) kC as � kC if vars(�') \ (vars(�) [ vars(C)) = ; andno variable appears twie in �'. Suh a onstrained lause is alled unon-strained if � is empty. We regard lauses as a speial ase of onstrainedlauses by identifying a lause C with kC.SubstitutionsA substitution � is a map fromX[V to T (F ; X) that ats as the identity mapon all but a �nite number of variables. We (non-uniquely) write � : Y ! Z if� maps every variable in Y � X [ V to a term in Z � T (F ; X) and � is theidentity map on (X [ V ) nY . A substitution is identi�ed with its extensionsto terms, equations, atoms, and onstrained lauses, where it is applied toboth onstraint and lausal part.The most general uni�er of two terms s; t or two atoms A;B is denotedby mgu(s; t) or mgu(A;B), respetively. If �1 and �2 are positive onstraintsof the form �1 = v1's1; : : : ; vn'sn and �2 = v1't1; : : : ; vn'tn, then we writemgu(�1; �2) for the most general simultaneous uni�er of (s1; t1); : : : ; (sn; tn).OrderingsAny ordering � on atoms an be extended to unonstrained lauses in thefollowing way. We onsider lauses as multisets of ourrenes of atoms. Theourrene of an atom A in the anteedent is identi�ed with the multisetfA;Ag; the ourrene of an atom A in the suedent is identi�ed with the5



multiset fAg. Now we lift � to atom ourrenes as its multiset extension,and to lauses as the multiset extension of this ordering on atom ourrenes.An ourrene of an atom A is maximal in a lause C if there is noourrene of an atom in C that is stritly greater with respet to � than theourrene of A. It is stritly maximal in C if there is no other ourrene ofan atom in C that is greater than or equal to the ourrene of A with respetto �. Constrained lauses are ordered by their lausal part, i.e. � kC � � kDi� C � D.1Throughout this paper, we will assume a well-founded redution ordering� on atoms over � that is total on ground atoms.Herbrand InterpretationsA Herbrand interpretation over the signature � is a set of atoms over �.We reall from [1℄ the onstrution of the speial Herbrand interpretationIN derived from an unonstrained (and non-equational) lause set N . IfN is onsistent and saturated with respet to a omplete inferene system(possibly using a literal seletion funtion), then IN is a minimal model ofN with respet to set inlusion. Let � be a well-founded redution orderingthat is total on ground terms. We use indution on the lause ordering� to de�ne sets of atoms Prod(C); R(C) for ground lauses C over �. LetProd(C) = fAg (and we say that C produes A), if C = �! �; A is a groundinstane of a lause C 0 2 N suh that (i) no literal in C 0 is seleted, (ii) A is astritly maximal ourrene of an atom in C, (iii)A is not an element ofR(C),(iv) � � R(C), and (v) � \ R(C) = ;. Otherwise Prod(C) = ;. In bothases, R(C) = SC�C0 Prod(C 0). Finally, we de�ne the interpretation IN =SC Prod(C) as the set of all produed atoms. We extend this onstrutionof IN to onstrained lauses in setion 3.Constrained Clause Sets and Their ModelsWe interpret onstraints as a onjuntion and ' and 6' as syntati equalityand disequality, respetively: We identify a onstraint � over � = (P;F) withthe formula �� = 8~x:(Vt't02� t=t0 ^Vt6't02� t6=t0), where ~x are the universalvariables in �. We all � satis�able if there is a Herbrand interpretationM over � in whih �� is satis�able, and write M j= � i� M j= ��. Aground onstraint � that does not ontain any variables is both satis�able1This ordering on onstrained lauses di�ers from the one in [14℄. Atoms there areequational, requiring superposition into onstraints and that onstrained lauses mustalso be ordered by their onstraints. Constrained lauses here do not ontain equationalatoms but only syntati (dis-)equations, so this is not neessary.6



and valid (independent of the model M) i� �� ontains only equations t=tand disequations t6=t0 where t and t0 are syntatially distint.Given a onstrained lause set N , a Herbrand interpretationM over � =(P;F) is a model of N , writtenM j= N , if and only if there is a substitution� : V ! T (F) suh that for every onstrained lause � kC 2 N and everysubstitution � : vars(� kC) n V ! T (F), that M j= ��� impliesM j= C� .2If N is �nite, this is equivalent to the formula 9~v:V� kC2N 8~x:� ! C beingtrue in M, where ~x are the universal variables in � kC and ' is interpretedas syntati equality.3 N is Herbrand-satis�able over � if it has a Herbrandmodel over �.Let M and N be two (onstrained or unonstrained) lause sets. Wewrite N j=� M if eah Herbrand model of N over � is also a model of M ,and we write N j=Ind M if IN j= N and IN j=M .Inferenes, Redundany and DerivationsAn inferene rule is a relation on onstrained lauses. Its elements are alledinferenes and written as �1 kC1 : : : �k kCk� kC :The onstrained lauses �1 kC1; : : : ; �k kCk are alled the premises and � kCthe onlusion of the inferene. An inferene alulus is a set of inferenerules.A ground onstrained lause � kC is alled redundant with respet to a setN of onstrained lauses if � is unsatis�able or if there are ground instanes�1 kC1; : : : ; �k kCk of onstrained lauses in N with satis�able onstraintsand the ommon positive onstraint part �'1 = : : : = �'k = �' suh that�i kCi � � kC for all i and C1; : : : ; Ck j= C.4 A non-ground onstrainedlause is redundant if all its ground instanes are redundant.Given an inferene system, a ground inferene with onlusion � kC is re-dundant with respet toN if some premise is redundant, or if there are groundinstanes �1 kC1; : : : ; �k kCk of onstrained lauses in N with satis�able on-straints and the ommon positive onstraint part �'1 = : : : = �'k = �' suh2When onsidering onstrained lauses, the usual de�nition of the semantis of a lause� kC (where all variables are universally quanti�ed) in the literature is simply the set ofall ground instanes C� suh that � is a solution of � (f. [2, 18℄). This de�nition does notmeet our needs beause we have existentially quanti�ed variables, and these interonnetall lauses in a given onstrained lause set.3Finiteness of N is only required to ensure that the formula is also �nite.4Note that j= and j=� agree on ground lauses.7



that all �i kCi are smaller than the maximal premise of the inferene andC1; : : : ; Ck j= C. A non-ground inferene is redundant if all its ground in-stanes are redundant. A onstrained lause set N is saturated with respetto the inferene system if eah inferene with premises in N is redundantwith respet to N .A derivation is a �nite or in�nite sequene N0; N1; : : : of onstrainedlause sets suh that for eah i, either (i) there is an inferene with premises inNi and onlusion � kC suh thatNi+1 = Ni[f� kCg, or (ii) there is a lause� kC 2 Ni that is redundant with respet to Ni and Ni+1 = Ni n f� kCg.A derivation N0; N1; : : : is fair if every inferene with premises in the on-strained lause set N1 = SjTk�j Nk is redundant with respet to Sj Nj.
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3 A Constrained OrderedResolution CalulusIn [14℄, we introdued a superposition-based alulus SFD to address theproblem whether N j=� 8~x:9~y:�, where N is a set of unonstrained lausesand � is a quanti�er-free formula over �. There, both N and � may ontainequational atoms. The basi idea is to express the negation 9~x:8~y::� of thequery as a onstrained lause set N 0 where all onstraints are positive and theonstraint part enables a speial treatment of the existential variables withoutSkolemization. For example, 9x:8y::P (x; y) orresponds to the onstrainedlause set N 0 = fv'x kP (x; y)!g with the unique existential variable v. Ifthe saturation of N [ N 0 terminates, it is deidable whether N [ N 0 has aHerbrand model over �, i.e. whether N j=� 8~x:9~y:�. We reall this algorithmin Setion 3.1.In general, derivations with respet to SFD do not terminate. This isespeially due to the two rules Constraint Superposition and Equality Elimi-nation that will often produe lauses with ever inreasing onstraints. Whenonly prediative atoms are present, several of the rules of SFD are not ap-pliable, among them the two just mentioned. The remaining rules an beadapted to onstraints ontaining both equations and disequations. The re-sulting alulus COR is presented in Setion 3.2, along with proofs of itssoundness and ompleteness with respet to Herbrand satis�ability.3.1 The Fixed Domain Calulus SFDThe original superposition alulus for �xed domain reasoning SFD as pre-sented in [14℄ works on lauses of equational atoms, but it only supportspositive onstraints. We use the symbol � in these onstrained lauses todistinguish between syntati equality (') in the onstraints and semantiequality (�) in the lausal parts. Prediates are enoded as equations as9



usual, i.e. P (~t) is enoded as fP (~t)�true, where true is a new and mini-mal onstant symbol. If �1 = ~v'~s and �2 = ~v'~t are two positive on-straints, then we write �1��2 for the multiset ~s�~t of equations and we writemgu(�1; �2) for the most general simultaneous uni�er of (s1; t1); : : : ; (sn; tn).The rules of SFD are de�ned with respet to a seletion funtion thatassigns to eah lause C a possibly empty set of atom ourrenes in itsanteedent. Suh ourrenes are alled seleted, and every inferene with Chas to use a seleted atom of C. The alulus ontains the following inferenerules:Equality Resolution: � k�; s�t! �(� k�! �)�where (i) � = mgu(s; t) and (ii) (s�t)� is maximal in (�; s�t! �)�.Equality Fatoring: � k�! �; s�t; s0�t0(� k�; t�t0 ! �; s0�t0)�where (i) � = mgu(s; s0), (ii) (s�t)� is maximal in (�! �; s�t; s0�t0)�,and (iii) t� 6� s�Superposition, Right:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r �2 k�2 ! �2; s[l0℄p�t(�1 k�1;�2 ! �1;�2; s[r℄p�t)�1�2where (i) �1 = mgu(l; l0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; �2�1), (ii) (l�r)�1�2 isstritly maximal in (�1 ! �1; l�r)�1�2 and (s�t)�1�2 is stritly max-imal in (�2 ! �2; s�t)�1�2, (iii) r�1�2 6� l�1�2 and t�1�2 6� s�1�2,and (iv) l0 is not a variable.Superposition, Left:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r �2 k�2; s[l0℄p�t! �2(�1 k�1;�2; s[r℄p�t! �1;�2)�1�2where (i) �1 = mgu(l; l0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; �2�1), (ii) (l�r)�1�2 isstritly maximal in (�1 ! �1; l�r)�1�2, (s�t)�1�2 is maximal in(�2 ! �2; s�t)�1�2, (iii) r�1�2 6� l�1�2 and t�1�2 6� s�1�2, and (iv) l0is not a variable. 10



Constraint Superposition:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r �2[l0℄ k�2 ! �2(�2[r℄ k�1��2[r℄;�1;�2 ! �1;�2)�where (i) � = mgu(l; l0), (ii) (l�r)� is stritly maximal in (�1 !�1; l�r)�, (iii) r� 6� l�, and (iv) l0 is not a variable.Equality Elimination: �1 k�! �; l�r �2[r0℄ k�(�1 k�! �)�1�2where (i) �1 = mgu(r; r0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; �2[l℄�1), (ii) (l�r)�1�2 isstritly maximal in (� ! �; l�r)�1�2, (iii) r�1�2 6� l�1�2, and (iv) r0is not a variable.This alulus is both sound and omplete for �xed domain reasoning,whih, in the ase of onstrained Horn lauses, oinides with indutive rea-soning:Proposition 3.1 (Soundness [14, Proposition 3℄). Let � kC be the onlusionof an inferene with premises in a onstrained lause set N .Then N j=Ind N [ f� kCg.Theorem 3.2 (Completeness [14, Theorem 1℄). Let N be a set of onstrainedHorn lauses over a signature � that is saturated with respet to the alulusSFD.Then N does not have a Herbrand model over � i� every positive groundonstraint over � is an instane of a onstraint � suh that � k� 2 N .3.2 The Calulus CORIn our urrent setting with onstrained lauses that ontain only prediativeatoms, only two rules from the original alulus remain. Extending theserules to lauses with onstraints ontaining both equations and disequationsyields the following alulus.De�nition 3.3. The onstrained ordered resolution alulus COR onsistsof the following two inferene rules:
11



Ordered Resolution:�1 k�1 ! �1; A1 �2 k�2; A2 ! �2(�1; � 6'2 k�1;�2 ! �1;�2)�1�2where (i) �1 = mgu(A1; A2) and �2 = mgu(�'1 �1; �'2 �1),(ii) no atomis seleted in �1 ! �1; A1 and A1�1�2 stritly maximal in (�1 !�1; A1)�1�2, and (iii) either A2 is seleted in �2; A2 ! �2, or noatom ourrene is seleted in �2; A2 ! �2 and A2�1�2 is maximalin (�2; A2 ! �2)�1�2.Ordered Fatoring: � k�! �; A; A0(� k�! �; A)�where (i) � = mgu(A;A0) and (ii) no ourrene is seleted in � !�; A; A0 and A� is maximal in (�! �; A; A0)�.We unify �'1 and �'2 in the Ordered Resolution rule for eÆieny reasons:A natural alternative would be to onsider onstraints with multiple our-renes of the same existential variable and let the onstraint of the onlusionbe (�1; �2)�1�2 instead of (�1; � 6'2 )�1�2. But sine equations are syntati,if �'1 and �'2 are not uni�able then any variable-free instane of �1; �2 isunsatis�able anyway, so this would not add expressiveness to the alulus.Further re�nements are of ourse possible, e.g. by restriting OrderedResolution to instanes where (� 6'1 ; � 6'2 )�1�2 is satis�able.We will now show that we an deide whether a �nite onstrained lauseset N that is saturated with respet to COR has a Herbrand model over �and, if so, how to onstrut suh a model. As onstrained lauses are an ex-tension of unonstrained lauses, the onstrution of a Herbrand model of Nis strongly related to the one from [1℄ for unonstrained lause sets presentedin Setion 2. The main di�erene is that we now have to aount for on-straints before starting the onstrution. To de�ne a Herbrand interpretationIN of a set N of onstrained lauses over �, we proeed in two steps: Firstwe identify a onstraint �N that is a potential witness of the satis�abilityof N , orresponding to an instantiation of the existential variables. Thenwe apply this instantiation and build an interpretation for the now purelyuniversal lause set in the usual superposition-style way.(1) Let V = fv1; : : : ; vng and let AN = f� j (� k�) 2 Ng be the set of allonstraints of onstrained lauses in N with empty lausal part. AN is12



overing (for �) if for every positive ground onstraint � = ~v'~t over� there is a satis�able ground instane �� of a onstraint � 2 AN suhthat � = �'� .We de�ne the onstraint �N as follows: If AN is not overing, let �N =~v'~t be a positive ground onstraint that is not equal to the equationalpart of any satis�able ground instane of a onstraint in AN .1 If AN isovering, let �N be an arbitrary ground onstraint. We will show thatN is Herbrand-unsatis�able over � in this ase.(2) IN is de�ned as the Herbrand interpretation IN 0 assoiated to the (un-onstrained) ground lause setN 0 = fC� j (� kC) 2 N and � : vars(� kC) n V ! T (F)and �N = �'� and �� is satis�ableg :Example 3.4. As an example onsider the signature � = (;; f0; sg), where0 is a onstant and s is unary, a single existential variable v and the twoonstrained lause sets M = fv'0 k�; v's(0) k�; v's(s(0)) k�; : : :g andN = fv's(x); x6'0 k�g. Then AM is overing but AN is not, and we mayhoose either fv'0g or fv's(0)g for �N .One easily sees that the interpretation IN is independent of �N if alllauses in N are unonstrained. If moreover IN j= N , then IN is a minimalmodel of N with respet to set inlusion. We all IN the minimal model ofN in this ase.While it is well known how the seond step in the onstrution of INworks, it is not obvious that one an deide whether AN is overing and, if itis not, e�etively ompute some �N . This is, however, possible for �nite AN :Let fx1; : : : ; xmg � X be the set of universal variables appearing in AN . Byde�nition, AN is overing if and only if the formula 8~v:9~x:W�2AN� is trueif and only if 8~x:V�2AN:� is unsatis�able in T (F). Suh so-alled disuni-�ation problems have been studied among others by Comon and Lesanne[7℄, who gave a terminating algorithm that eliminates the universal quanti-�ers from this formula and transforms the initial problem into an equivalentsolved form from whih the set of solutions an easily be read o�.For saturated sets, the information ontained in the onstrained emptylauses is already suÆient to deide whether Herbrand models exist. Speif-ially, we will now show that Herbrand-satis�ability or unsatis�ability over� is invariant under the appliation of inferenes in COR (Proposition 3.6)1In ontrast to [14℄, we do not have to impose any minimality requirements on �N .13



and that a saturated onstrained lause set N has a Herbrand model over �(namely IN ) if and only if AN is not overing (Propositions 3.7 and 3.8).Proposition 3.5 (Soundness). Let � kC be the onlusion of a COR infer-ene with premises in a set N of onstrained lauses over �. Then N j=�N [ f� kCg.Proof. We have to show that every Herbrand model of N over � = (P;F) isalso a Herbrand model of N[f� kCg. LetM be a Herbrand model of N over�. Then there is a substitution � : V ! T (F) suh that for every onstrainedlause � kC 2 N and every substitution � : vars(� kC) n V ! T (F), if ���is satis�able then M j= C� .Fix suh a � and onsider an ordered resolution inferene as follows:�1 kC1 �2 kC2(�1; � 6'2 kC)�Let � 0 : vars((�1; � 6'2 kC)�) n V ! T (F). If (�1; � 6'2 )��� 0 is satis�able, thenso are �1��� 0 and �2��� 0. BeauseM is a Herbrand model of N over �, thisimplies that M j= C1�� 0 and M j= C2�� 0. Beause unonstrained orderedresolution is sound, we an onlude that M j= C�� 0.The proof for an ordered fatoring inferene is similar. �As usual, the fairness of a derivation an be ensured by systematiallyadding onlusions of non-redundant inferenes, making these inferenes re-dundant.The following proposition relies on soundness, redundany, and fairnessrather than on a onrete inferene system. Hene its proof is exatly as inthe unonstrained ase or in the ase of the original �xed domain alulus(f. [1, 14℄):Proposition 3.6 (Saturation). Let N0; N1; : : : be a fair COR derivation.Then the set N1 = SjTk�jNk is saturated. N0 has a Herbrand model over� if and only if N1 does.Now we express the Herbrand-satis�ability of N� over � in terms of theoverage of AN� .Proposition 3.7. Let N be a set of onstrained lauses suh that AN isovering. Then N does not have any Herbrand model over �.Proof. Let M be a Herbrand model of N over � = (P;F). Then there is asubstitution �M : V ! T (F) suh that for every onstrained lause � kC 2N and every substitution � : vars(� kC) n V ! T (F), if ��M� is satis�ablethen M j= C� . We show that the onstraint �� = v1'v1�M; : : : ; vn'vn�Mis not overed by AN . 14



It learly holds that �� is satis�able and M j= ���. If the onstraint�� were of the form �� = �� for a onstrained lause � k� 2 N and somesubstitution � , it would thus follow that M 6j= � k�, whih ontradits thefat that M is a model of N . �Proposition 3.8 (�-Completeness for Saturated Clause Sets). Let N be asaturated set of onstrained lauses over � suh that AN is not overing for�. Then IN j= N for any admissible hoie of �N .Proof. Let �N = v1't1; : : : ; vn'tn and assume, ontrary to the proposi-tion, that N is not modeled by IN . Then there are � kC 2 N and � :vars(� kC) ! T (F) suh that IN 6j= (� kC)�, This implies that �(vi) = tifor all i, �� is satis�able, and IN 6j= C�. Let C� be minimal with theseproperties.We will refute this minimality. We proeed by a ase analysis of theposition of seleted or maximal literal ourrenes in C�.� C� does not ontain any literal at all, i.e. C = �. Then the satis�abilityof �� ontradits the hoie of �N .� C = �; A ! � and A� is seleted or A� is maximal and no literalis seleted in C�. Sine IN 6j= C�, we know that A� 2 IN . Theliteral A must be produed by a ground instane (� k�! �; B)�0 ofa onstrained lause in N in whih no literal is seleted. Note thatboth ground onstrained lauses (� kC)� and (� k�! �; B)�0 are notredundant with respet to N .Beause �'� = �'�0 = �N� and beause � is a uni�er of A and B,i.e. an instane of �1 := mgu(A;B), there is an inferene by orderedresolution as follows:� k�! �; B � k�; A! �(�; � 6' k�;�! �;�)�1�2 �2 = mgu(�'�1; �'�1)Looking at the ground instane Æ kD = (�; � 6' k�;�! �;�)� of theonlusion, we see that Æ is satis�able and IN 6j= D.On the other hand, as the inferene is redundant, so is the onstrainedlause Æ kD, i.e. D follows from ground instanes Æ kCi of onstrainedlauses of N all of whih are smaller than (� kC)�. Beause of theminimality of C�, all Ci hold in IN . So IN j= D, whih ontraditsIN 6j= D.� C = �! �; A and A� is stritly maximal in C�. This is not possible,sine then either C� or a smaller lause must have produed A�, andhene IN j= C�, whih ontradits the hoie of C�.15



� No literal in C = � ! �; A is seleted and A� is maximal but notstritly maximal in C�. Then � = �0; A0 suh that A0� = A�. Sothere is an inferene by ordered fatoring as follows:� k�! �0; A; A0(� k�! �0; A0)�1 �1 = mgu(s; s0)As above, �� is satis�able and we an derive both IN j= (�! �0; A0)�and N 6j= (�! �0; A0)�, whih is a ontradition. �Combining Propositions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, we an onlude:Theorem 3.9. Let N0; N1; : : : be a fair COR derivation. Then the on-strained lause set N� = Sj Tk�jNk is saturated. Moreover, N0 has a Her-brand model over � if and only if AN� is not overing.
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4 Prediate CompletionThe alulus COR an be used to reason about all Herbrand models of aonstrained lause set N over a signature �: Theorem 3.9 states that N j=� �is deidable when :� an be represented as a set M of lauses and thesaturation of N [M using COR terminates. However, it is usually desirableto be able to reason about single models, e.g. the minimal model IN . Thekey to fousing on this model is prediate ompletion, an enrihment of N toa larger onstrained lause set N 0 in suh a way that N 0 does not have anyHerbrand models over � other than IN .We will now present the prediate ompletion approah by Comon andNieuwenhuis [8℄ (Setion 4.2). This approah relies on a quanti�er eliminationproedure that is presented in Setion 4.1.4.1 Quanti�er EliminationQuanti�er elimination provides a means to transform a formula into a simplenormal form for whih satis�ability with respet to the free term algebra iseasily deidable.In this setion, we present the rules of the quanti�er elimination algo-rithm by Comon and Lesanne [7℄ as they are given, in a revised version,in [6℄. To simplify the presentation, we omit appliability onstraints thatare only relevant for the termination of the rule system. In the rules, di�erentdesignators stand for elements of restrited sets of variables or terms:
17



x; xi; : : : free variablesy; yi; : : : universally quanti�ed variablesv; vi; : : : existentially quanti�ed variablesz; zi; : : : free or existentially quanti�ed variablesw;wi; : : : any variablest; ti; : : : terms without any ourrene of a universally quan-ti�ed variables; si; u; ui : : : termsu[u0℄; : : : the term u0 is a subterm of the term ud; di; : : : disjuntions of equations and disequations and pred-iative literals�; �i;  ;  i,. . . quanti�er-free formulasWhile it is unusual that three kinds of variables (free, universal, andexistential) appear, this variety stems from the intended appliation of �nd-ing solutions, i.e. satisfying instantiations of the free variables, of a formulaontaining existential and universal quanti�ers. Beause of this, the freevariables require a speial treatment and annot be regarded as bound by anadditional quanti�er on top of the formula.The quanti�er elimination rules are given below. They an be applied atany position of a formula. The apture-free substitution of a variable x by aterm t in a formula � is written as �fx 7! tg.Replaement:R1: z't ^ �[z℄  z't ^ �fz 7! tgR2: z 6't _ �[z℄  z 6't _ �fz 7! tgIf z 62 vars(t).Universal quanti�er elimination:UE1: 8~y; y:�  8~y:�UE2: � ^ y 6'u  falseUE3: y 6'u _ d  dfy 7! ugUE5: � ^ (w1'u1 _ : : : _ wn'un _ d)  � ^ dIf y 62 vars(�) (for UE1), y 62 vars(u) (for UE2-3) and eah wi'uiontains at least one ourrene of a universally quanti�ed variable,but d does not (for UE5). UE5 is only appliable if T (F) is in�nite.Merging: M1: z't ^ z'u  z't ^ t'uM2: w 6's _ w 6'u  w 6's _ s6'uM3: z't ^ z 6'u  z't ^ t6'uM4: w's _ w 6'u  s'u _ w 6'uM5: z't ^ (z 6'u _ �)  z't ^ (t6'u _ �)M6: z't ^ (z'u _ �)  z't ^ (t'u _ �)18



The merging rules are not neessary for termination or ompleteness.Existential quanti�er elimination:EE1: 9v:�  �EE2: 9~v; v:(v't ^ �)  9~v:�EE3: 9~v:( ^ �)  9~v:�If v 62 vars(�; t) (for EE1-2) and  = (d1 _ z1 6't1) ^ : : : ^ (dn _ zn 6'tn)and there exists v 2 ~v \ vars(z1; t1) \ vars(zn; tn) whih does not ourin � and T (F) is in�nite (for EE3).Normalization:Rules for the transformation into negation normal form and onjuntivenormal form, propagation of truth and falsity, and Boolean simpli�a-tion rules like � ^ �! �.Disjuntion lifting:DL: 9~v:8~y:(� ^ (�1 _ �2)) (9~v:8~y:(� ^ �1))_(9~v:8~y:(� ^ �2))If vars(�1) \ ~y = ; or vars(�2) \ ~y = ;.Conit: C1: f(u1; : : : ; um)'g(u01; : : : ; u0n)  falseC2: f(u1; : : : ; um) 6'g(u01; : : : ; u0n)  trueIf f 6= g.Deomposition:D1: f(u1; : : : ; un)'f(u01; : : : ; u0n)  u1'u01 ^ : : : ^ un'u0nD2: f(u1; : : : ; un) 6'f(u01; : : : ; u0n)  u1 6'u01 _ : : : _ un 6'u0nOurrene hek:O1: s'u[s℄  falseO2: s6'u[s℄  trueIf u 6= s.Explosion: E: 9~v:8~y:�  Wf2F 9~v1; ~v:8y:� ^ z'f(~v1)If no other rule an be applied, the variables ~v1 are fresh and thereexists in � an equation z'u or disequation z 6'u where u ontains anourrene of a universally quanti�ed variable.By appliation of these rules, universal quanti�ers an be eliminated frompurely equational formulas of a ertain shape:Theorem 4.1 ([6, Theorem 9℄). Let  = Wj(9~wj:8~yj:�j) be a formula suhthat eah �j is a quanti�er-free formula over a �nite signature � = (P;F).19



Then the non-deterministi appliation of the above rule set transforms in �nitely many steps into a formula  0 of the form 0 =_j (9~wj:xj1'tj1 ^ : : : ^ xjnj'tjnj ^ zj1 6't0j1 ^ : : : ^ zjmj 6't0jmj )where the xji are variables ourring only one in eah disjunt, and eah zjkis a variable that is not idential with t0jk.Moreover,  and  0 are satis�ed by the same assignments of terms inT (F) to the free variables.4.2 Prediate CompletionPrediate ompletion [5℄ is the proess of extending unonstrained lause setsin suh a way that all Herbrand models but the minimal one are exluded.Comon and Nieuwenhuis [8℄ desribed a onrete prediate ompletionalgorithm for unonstrained Horn lause sets. However, the interpretationsassoiated with DIGs and ARMs that we will be interested in in Setion 5will be desribed as minimal models of usually non-Horn lause sets. Inwhat follows, we generalize the prediate ompletion proedure by Comonand Nieuwenhuis to unonstrained lause sets that are not neessarily Horn.We then show that the extended algorithm omputes a ompletion for so-alled stepwise saturated unonstrained lause sets, whih inludes all un-onstrained lause sets that will appear in this paper.The prediate ompletion algorithm proeeds as follows:(1) Let P be a prediate and let NP be a �nite set of unonstrained lausesover � = (P;F) all of whih are of the form �! �; P (~t), where P (~t)is a stritly maximal literal ourrene. Combine all these lauses intoa single formula 8~x:(�P ! P (~x)), where�P = 9~y: _�!�;P (~t)2NP (~x'~t ^ Â2�A ^ B̂2�:B) ;the yi are the variables appearing in NP , and the xj are fresh variables.(2) In the minimal model INP , the formula 8~x:(�P ! P (~x)) is equiva-lent to the formula 8~x:(:�P ! :P (~x)). If all variables appearing in� ! �;P (~t) also appear in P (~t), then :�P an be transformed usingquanti�er elimination into an equivalent formula  that does not on-tain any universal quanti�ers. This quanti�er elimination proedure isthe same that we used in Setion 3 to deide the overage of onstraintsets. 20



(3) The formula  an in turn be written as a set N 0P of onstrained lauses.The union NP [N 0P is a ompletion of NP .(4) If N is the union of several sets as in (1) de�ning di�erent prediates,then the ompletion N 0 of N is the union of N and all N 0P , P 2 P,where NP is the set of all lauses in N having a stritly maximal literalP (~t).Comon and Nieuwenhuis showed that the minimal model of a Herbrand-satis�able unonstrained Horn lause set is also a model of its ompletion:Lemma 4.2 ([8, Lemma 47℄). Let N be a satis�able unonstrained Hornlause set over � and let N 0 be a ompletion of N . Then IN is the uniqueHerbrand model of N 0 over �.This result extends also to some sets of non-Horn lauses:De�nition 4.3. Let N be a set of unonstrained lauses. A prediate Pis alled of level 1 in N if every lause C 2 N ontaining a positive literalP (~t) is of the form C = ! P (~t). The prediate is alled of level n + 1in N if every lause in N ontaining a positive literal P (~t) is of the form�! �; P (~t), where P (~t) is stritly maximal, every prediate Q ourring in� and � is of level � n in N , and n is minimal with this property.De�nition 4.4. Let N be a set of unonstrained lauses. Let Nn be therestrition of N to lauses that ontain only prediates of level � n in N .Then N is alled stepwise saturated if (i) Nn is saturated for all n � 1 and(ii) every prediate has a �nite level in N , i.e. N = Nm for some m � 1.Proposition 4.5. Let N be a satis�able and stepwise saturated set of un-onstrained lauses and let M be a model of the ompletion N 0 of N .Then partiular M = IN .Proof. For n 2 N , let Nn be the restrition of N to lauses that ontain onlyprediates of level � n and let Mn and In be the restritions of M and INto atoms P (~t) where P is of level � n in N . Note that due to the stepwisesaturation of N , it holds that In = INn .We indutively show that Mn = In for all n � 1.For n = 1, the proposition follows from Lemma 4.2.For n > 1, assume that Mn�1 = In�1. We separately prove the twoinlusions Mn � In and Mn � In.Let P (~t) 2 In be produed by a ground instane �! �; P (~t) of a lausein Nn. Then � � In and � \ In = ;. Beause P is of level � n and so allprediates appearing in � and � are of level < n in N , it also holds that21



� � In�1 =Mn�1 �Mn and � \Mn = � \Mn�1 = � \ In�1 = ;. Sine�! �; P (~t) must also hold in Mn, this implies P (~t) �Mn.On the other hand, let P (~t) 2 Mn. All lauses in N 0 and hene theformula 8~x::�P ! :P (~x) is valid inM, i.e. M j= �P [~x 7! ~t℄. All prediatesin �P are of level < n, so Mn�1 j= �P [~x 7! ~t℄. Beause Mn�1 = In�1and beause In�1 and In agree on prediates of level < n, if follows thatIn j= �P [~x 7! ~t℄. Beause IN j= N , the formula 8~x:�P ! P (~x) is valid inIN . The formula ontains only prediates of level � n, so it is also valid inIn. Together with In j= �P [~x 7! ~t℄, this implies In j= P (~t). �We will see an example of the ompletion of a stepwise saturated lauseset in Setion 5.3 (Example 5.10).
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5 Clausal Representationsof Disjuntionsof Impliit Generalizations5.1 Disjuntions of Impliit GeneralizationsIn Setion 3, we showed how saturated sets of onstrained lauses an beregarded as (impliitly) representing ertain Herbrand models. Other repre-sentations of Herbrand models inlude sets of non-ground atoms or the moreexible so-alled disjuntions of impliit generalizations of Lassez and Mar-riott [17℄. We show how both types of representation an be seen as speialases of the representation by saturated onstrained lause sets.Based on this view, we reprove that the equivalene of any given pairof representations by disjuntions of impliit generalizations is deidable,and we extend the known results on the deidability of lause and formulaentailment (f. [11℄). To do so, we translate a queryM j= � over a signature �into a onstrained lause set that is Herbrand-unsatis�able over � i�M j= �holds. The Herbrand-unsatis�ability an then be deided using the alulusCOR.De�nition 5.1. An impliit generalization G over � is an expression ofthe form G = A=fA1; : : : ; Ang, where A;A1; : : : ; An are atoms over �. A�nite set D of impliit generalizations over � is alled a DIG (disjuntionof impliit generalizations). A DIG D is an atomi representation of a termmodel (ARM), if all impliit generalizations in D are of the form A=fg.The Herbrand model M(fA=fA1; : : : ; Angg) represented by a DIG on-sisting of a single impliit generalization A=fA1; : : : ; Ang is exatly the setof all atoms that are instanes of the atom A but not of any Ai. The modelM(D) represented by a general DIG D = fG1; : : : ; Gmg is the union of themodels M(fG1g); : : : ;M(fGmg). 23



Example 5.2. Let � = (fPg; fs; 0g), where 0 is a onstant, s is a unaryfuntion symbol and P is a binary prediate. Let D = fG1; G2g be a DIGover �, where the two impliit generalizations in D are given by G1 =P (s(x); s(y))=fP (x; x)g and G2 = P (0; y)=fP (x; 0)g. The model representedby D is M(D) = fP (t; t0) j t; t0 2 T (fs; 0g) and t 6= t0 and t0 6= 0g : �If an impliit generalization G = A=fA1; : : : ; Ang ontains an atom Aithat annot be uni�ed with A, then eliminating Ai from G does not hangethe Herbrand model represented by fGg. If Ai and A an be uni�ed by amost general uni�er �, then replaing Ai by Ai� in G does not hange theHerbrand model represented by fGg either.Without loss of generality, we may thus assume for eah impliit gen-eralization G = A=fA1; : : : ; Ang that all atoms A1; : : : ; An are instanes ofA. If A is of the form A = P (~t), then we say that G is an impliit gener-alization over P . If G1; : : : ; Gn are impliit generalizations over P1; : : : ; Pn,respetively, we say that fG1; : : : ; Gng is a DIG over fP1; : : : ; Png.5.2 Clausal RepresentationsWe will now translate eah DIG D into a set of onstrained lauses whoseminimal model is M(D). Our �rst approah to this translation will resultin a set R0(D) that has the desired minimal model but may also have otherHerbrand models. This means that in general j=Ind and j=� do not agree forR0(D). Hene the alulus COR is not omplete for M(D) based on R0(D)alone. In Setion 5.3, we will use the prediate ompletion proedure fromSetion 4.2 to enrih R0(D) by additional onstrained lauses, suh that theresulting lause set R(D) has exatly one Herbrand model over the givensignature.De�nition 5.3. For eah DIG D, we de�ne a onstrained lause set R0(D)as follows. If D = fG1; : : : ; Gng is a DIG over fPg, let _P1; �P1; : : : _Pn; �Pn befresh prediates. For Gi = P (~s)=fP (~s1); : : : ; P (~sn)g, the prediate _Pi will beused to desribe the atom P (~s) and serve as an over-approximation of P ,and �Pi will be used to desribe the atoms P (~sj). De�ne auxiliary lause setsR0(Gi) = f! _Pi(~s); ! �Pi(~s1); : : : ; ! �Pi(~sn)g:24



Then R0(D) = [1�i�nR0(Gi) [ f _Pi(~x)! �Pi(~x); P (~x)g :If D = D1 [ : : :[Dm suh that eah Di is a DIG over a single prediate andDi and Dj are DIGs over di�erent prediates whenever i 6= j, letR0(D) = R0(D1) [ : : : [R0(Dm) :We assume that fresh prediates are smaller with respet to � than allprediates from the original signature and that _Pi � �Pj for all fresh prediates_Pi and �Pj.Example 5.4. Consider the DIG D from Example 5.2. The sets R0(G1) andR0(G2) onsist of the following unonstrained lauses:R0(G1) = f! _P1(s(x); s(y)); ! �P1(x; x)gR0(G2) = f! _P2(0; y); ! �P2(x; 0)gR0(D) additionally ontains the unonstrained lauses_P1(x; y)! �P1(x; y); P (x; y) and_P2(x; y)! �P2(x; y); P (x; y) :Note that eah lause in R0(D) has a unique stritly maximal literal thatis positive. Hene R0(D) is saturated with respet to COR (with a seletionfuntion seleting no literals at all) and IR0(D) is a minimal Herbrand modelof R0(D) over the extended signature.Proposition 5.5 (Equivalene of D and R0(D)). Let D be a DIG and let �be a formula over �. Then M(D) j= � i� R0(D) j=Ind �.Proof. It suÆes to show the proposition in the ase where � = P (~t) is aground atom. Let D = fG1; : : : ; Gmg. Then M(D) j= P (~t) holds i� there isa Gi suh that M(fGig) j= P (~t). If we write Gi = P (~s)=fP (~s1); : : : ; P (~sn)g,then this is equivalent to P (~t) being an instane of P (~s) but not of any P (~sj).This in turn is equivalent to R0(fGig) j=Ind _Pi(~t) and R0(fGig) 6j=Ind �Pi(~t).That this holds for some i is equivalent to R0(D) j=Ind P (~t). �In general, the set R0(D) will have more than one Herbrand model overthe given signature:Example 5.6. The setR0(D) from Example 5.4 has several Herbrand modelsover the signature (fP; _P1; _P2; �P1; �P2g; fs; 0g). One of them isM(D), anotherone is the model in whih all of _P1(t; t0); _P2(t; t0); �P1(t; t0); �P2(t; t0); and P (t; t0)are valid for all ground terms t; t0.In the next setion, we will remedy this by ompleting the set R0(D).25



5.3 Completed Clausal RepresentationsUsing the prediate ompletion algorithm from Setion 4, it is possible toextend the lause set R0(D) in order to exlude non-minimal models.De�nition 5.7. Let D be a DIG. The onstrained lause set R(D) is de�nedas the ompletion of R0(D), as de�ned in Setion 4.2.The set R0(D) is obviously stepwise saturated: All lauses have a stritlymaximal positive literal, the new prediates _Pi and �Pi are of level 1 and theoriginal prediates are of level 2 in R0(D). Hene Lemma 4.5 implies thatIR0(D) is in fat the only Herbrand model of R(D):Lemma 5.8. Let D be a DIG over � = (P;F) and let P 0 be the set offresh prediates in R0(D). Then R(D) has exatly one Herbrand model over�0 = (P [ P 0;F), namely IR0(D).Hene for every formula � over �0, it holds that R(D) j=Ind � i� R(D) j=�� i� R(D) [ f:�g is Herbrand-unsatis�able over �0.Together with Proposition 5.5, this implies that validity inM(D) is equiv-alent to validity in all Herbrand models of R(D):Corollary 5.9 (Equivalene of D and R(D)). Let D be a DIG and let � bea formula over �. Then M(D) j= � i� R(D) j=� �.Example 5.10. Consider the DIG D and the set R0(D) from Example 5.4.To ompute R(D), we have to look at the sets of lauses de�ning the predi-ates _P1; _P2; �P1; �P2, and P :N _P1 = f! _P1(s(x); s(y))g N �P1 = f! �P1(x; x)gN _P2 = f! _P2(0; y)g N �P2 = f! �P2(x; 0)gNP = f _P1(x; y)! �P1(x; y); P (x; y) ; _P2(x; y)! �P2(x; y); P (x; y)g :The negation of _P1 in the minimal model of R0(D) is obviously de�nedby : _P1(x; y) () :9x0; y0:x's(x0) ^ y's(y0). The quanti�er eliminationproedure simpli�es the right hand side :9x0; y0:x's(x0) ^ y's(y0) of thisequivalene to x'0 _ y'0. This results in the unonstrained ompletionN 0_P1 = f _P1(0; y)!; _P1(x; 0)!g :Analogously, the negation of �P1 in the minimal model of R0(D) is de�ned by: �P1(x; y) () x6'y. The orresponding ompletion is not unonstrained:N 0�P1 = fx6'y k �P1(x; y)!g26



The ompletions of _P2 and �P2 are omputed analogously asN 0_P2 = f _P2(s(x); y)!g andN 0�P2 = f �P2(x; s(y))!g :For P , note that the lauses in NP ould equivalently be written as_P1(x; y) ^ : �P1(x; y)! P (x; y) and_P2(x; y) ^ : �P2(x; y)! P (x; y) :Hene :P (x; y) () (: _P1(x; y)_ �P1(x; y))^(: _P2(x; y)_ �P2(x; y)). Rewritingthe right hand side of this equivalene to its disjuntive normal form( �P1(x; y) ^ �P2(x; y))_ ( �P1(x; y) ^ : _P2(x; y))_ ( �P2(x; y) ^ : _P1(x; y))_ (: _P1(x; y) ^ : _P2(x; y))forms the basis to translate this de�nition into the following lause set:N 0P = fP (x; y); �P1(x; y); �P2(x; y)! ;P (x; y); �P1(x; y)! _P2(x; y) ;P (x; y); �P2(x; y)! _P1(x; y) ;P (x; y)! _P1(x; y); _P2(x; y)gThe set R(D) is then the union of the starting set R0(D) and all partialompletions N 0Q, Q 2 f _P1; _P2; �P1; �P2; Pg. �In this example, onstraints onsisting of disequations appear exatlyin the ompletion of N �P1 = f! �P1(x; x)g, beause the ompletion has toapture the fat that P1(x; y) an only be false if x and y are di�erent. Ingeneral, suh onstraints always arise from lauses in whih the maximalliteral is non-linear, i.e. whenever a variable appears twie in this literal.E.g. the ompletion of f! Q(x; x; x)g adds the lauses x6'y kQ(x; y; z)!,x6'z kQ(x; y; z)!, and y 6'z kQ(x; y; z)!. Suh non-linearities are also theonly reason for the appearane of onstraint disequations.Corollary 5.9 implies that we an use the alulus COR to reason aboutvalidity in M(D). In Setion 6, we will explore when this approah resultsin a deision proedure. 27



6 Deidability ResultsRepresenting DIGs as sets of onstrained lauses allows us to dedue varioussuperposition-based deidability results. Beause of the simple shape of thelauses in R0, a lemma by Ganzinger and Stuber [12℄ guarantees that theindutive validity of ground queries is deidable (Corollary 6.3). More gen-eral queries an be deided using COR: For ARMs, the indutive validity offormulas of the form 8~x:9~y:� and 9~x:8~y:� with quanti�er-free � is deidable(Theorem 6.9). For DIGs, the indutive validity of several sublasses is de-idable (Theorem 6.8). This extends results by Ferm�uller and Pihler, whoproved the indutive validity of unonstrained lauses to be deidable [11℄.6.1 Deidability of Ground QueriesThe question whether a ground query holds inM(D) is deidable even with-out ompletion, using an approah by Ganzinger and Stuber [12℄. This ap-proah relies only on the saturation of R0(D) and its universal redutiveness.A lause �! � is universally redutive if either � = ; or if � = �0; A suhthat A is stritly maximal in �! � and all variables of �! � our in A.Lemma 6.1 ([12, Lemma 4℄). Let N be a saturated, �nite and universallyredutive set of lauses. Then it is deidable whether a ground atom A isvalid in IN .Proof. If IN j= A, then there must be a lause � ! �; B 2 N produingA. This is the ase i� A = B� is an instane of B (assuming without loss ofgenerality that B� is maximal in (�! �; B)�), every atom of �� is true inIN and every atom of �� is false in IN . Beause � ! �; B is universallyredutive and B� is ground, every atom of �� and �� is ground. Moreover,every suh atom is stritly smaller than A, so deiding their validity is stritlysimpler than deiding the validity of the original query A. �28



Beause R0(D) is indeed saturated and universally redutive, it diretlyfollows that ground queries are deidable for DIGs.Lemma 6.2. Let D be a DIG. Then all lauses in R0(D) are universallyredutive.Proof. All lauses of R0(D) are either purely positive or of the form_Pi(~x)! �Pi(~x); P (~x) ;where the literal P (~x) is stritly maximal. Both types of lauses are obviouslyuniversally redutive. �Corollary 6.3. Let D be a DIG and let A be a ground atom. Then it isdeidable whether M(D) j= A.6.2 Deidability of DIG EquivaleneLet us investigate in more detail what the onstrained lauses in the om-pletion R(D) of R0(D) look like. Consider �rst a single impliit gener-alization G = P (~t)=fP (~s1); : : : ; P (~sn)g. All onstrained lauses in R0(G)are unonstrained units. The only lause in R0(G) de�ning _P is ! _P (~t),i.e. ~x'~t =) _P (~x) is valid in every model of R0(G). In the minimal model,both impliations ~x'~t =) _P (~x) and ~x'~t(= _P (~x) hold. So the omplementof _P (~x) in the minimal model of R0(G) is de�ned by : _P (~x) () :(~x'~t),or (in addition to ! _P (~t)) by the onstrained lausesxi 6'ti k _P (~x)! :In the ase of �P , there are several de�ning lauses, and the ompletion on-sists of the onstrained lauses of the formxi1 6's1;i1 ; : : : ; xin 6'sn;in k �P (~t)! :For a DIGD, R0(D) ontains, in addition to the lauses presented above, onlylauses of the form _Pi(~x) ! �Pi(~x); P (~x), where P (~x) is the maximal literalourrene. So P is de�ned in the minimal model of R0(D) by P (~x) ()W12f1:::ng _Pi(~x) ^ : �Pi(~x). Its omplement is hene de�ned by :P (~x) ()V12f1:::ng : _Pi(~x) _ �Pi(~x), or, bringing the right hand side into disjuntivenormal form, by:P (~x) () _i1;:::;in2f1:::ng �Pj1(~x) ^ : : : ^ �Pjm(~x) ^ _Pjm+1(~x) ^ : : : ^ _Pjn(~x) ;29



where _Pj1 ; �Pj1; : : : ; _Pjn; �Pjn are the fresh prediates introdued for P . Thedisjunts orrespond to the unonstrained lausesP (~x); �Pj1(~x); : : : ; �Pjm(~x)! _Pjm+1(~x); : : : ; _Pjn(~x) :Note that all onstrained non-unit lauses ontain a unique literal that ismaximal for all instanes of the onstrained lause, namely P (~x).If we restrit the rules of the alulus COR to a ertain lass of onstrainedlauses, then all derivable onlusions belong again to this lass:Lemma 6.4. Let D be a DIG over � = (P;F) and let P 0 be the set of freshprediates in R(D). Then the set of onstrained lauses over (P [ P 0;F) ofthe following forms is losed under the inferene rules of COR:(1) � k! A or � kA! or � k�(2) � k _Pi(~t)! �Pi(~t)(3) � k �Pi1(~t); : : : ; �Pik(~t); _Pik+1(~t); : : : ; _Pil(~t)! _Pil+1(~t); : : : ; _Pim(~t)where eah part of the onstrained lause may be empty and all predi-ates have idential term arguments.Moreover, the saturation of a �nite set of suh onstrained lauses with CORand an empty seletion funtion terminates.Proof. Ordered fatoring inferenes an only take onstrained lauses of type(3) as premise and obviously yield a onstrained lause of type (3) again.Beause of the fat that _Pi � �Pj for all _Pi; �Pj 2 P 0 and thus ordered resolutionprimarily works on prediates �Pj, one easily heks losure under orderedresolution.Extend the partial ordering� to a omplete ordering on P 0 and write P 0 =fQ1; : : : ; Qng suh that Qi+1 � Qi for all 1 � i < n. Given a onstrainedlause � kC, let pi be the number of positive and qi the number of negativeourrenes of the prediate Qi in C. In eah inferene between onstrainedlauses of the given form, the tuple (p1; q1; : : : ; pn; qn) is lexiographiallystritly smaller for the onlusion than for eah premise: This is obvious forfatoring inferenes. A resolution inferene always has the form�1 k�1 ! �1; Qk(~t1) �2 k�2; Qk(~t2)!(�1; � 6'2 k�1;�2 ! �1;�2)�1�2 :Note that all literals in the �rst (or seond, respetively) premise are of theform Qi(~t1) (or Qi(~t2)) with idential argument terms, Qk(~t1)�1�2 is stritly30



maximal in the �rst premise andQk(~t2)�1�2 is maximal in the seond premise.Hene Qk is the maximal prediate appearing in both premises and it oursonly one in the �rst premise and only negatively in the seond premise.So for the �rst premise, the �rst non-zero omponent of (p1; q1; : : : ; pn; qn)is pk = 1; for the seond premise, it is qk. For the onlusion, the �rstpossibly non-zero omponent is qk, and this omponent is one smaller for theonlusion than for the seond premise.Hene only �nitely many lauses (up to renaming of universal variables)an be derived using COR from a �nite set of suh onstrained lauses.Note that, while redundany is undeidable in general, the very restritednotion of redundany that suÆes here, where an inferene is redundant ifits onlusion or a variant thereof has already been derived, is obviouslydeidable. �Lemma 6.5. Let D be a DIG over � = (P;F) and let P 0 be the set of freshprediates in R(D). If N is a set of onstrained lauses over � ontainingat most one literal eah, then it is deidable whether R(D)[N is Herbrand-satis�able over �0 = (P [ P 0;F).Proof. Let M� be a saturation of M = R(D) [ N by the alulus CORwith a seletion funtion that does not selet any literals. By Theorem 3.9,Herbrand-unsatis�ability of M over �0 is equivalent to the overage of AM�,whih is deidable if M� is �nite.To prove that M� is �nite, we show that any derivation starting fromM is �nite. The only onstrained lauses ontaining at least two literalsand a prediate symbol of P are of the form _Pi(~x) ! P (~x); �Pi(~x) or ofthe form P (~x); �Pj1(~x); : : : ; �Pjm(~x) ! _Pjm+1(~x); : : : ; _Pjn(~x), where P 2 P,_Pj1 ; : : : ; _Pjn; �Pj1; : : : ; �Pjn 2 P 0 are the fresh prediates introdued for P . Notethat for eah i, either _Pji(~x) or �Pji(~x) ours in eah onstrained lause ofthe latter type, and P (~x) is the maximal literal ourrene in both types ofonstrained lauses (f. the initial remarks in this Setion). Sine eah infer-ene between onstrained lauses ontaining prediate symbols of P reduesthe number of atoms featuring suh a prediate, there are only �nitely manysuh inferenes.The onlusion of an inferenek _Pi(~x)! P (~x); �Pi(~x) kP (~x); �Pj1(~x); : : : ; �Pjm(~x)! _Pjm+1(~x); : : : ; _Pjn(~x)k�! �between two onstrained lauses in R(D) using P 2 P is a tautology (andthus redundant), beause either _Pi(~x) or �Pi(~x) appears in both � and �. Theremaining derivable onstrained lauses over (P 0;�) obey the restritions ofLemma 6.4, hene the saturation terminates. �31



With this preliminary work done, we an deide whether two DIGs rep-resent the same model:Theorem 6.6 (DIG Equivalene). Equivalene of DIGs is deidable by or-dered resolution.Proof. Let D;D0 be two DIGs. Beause M(D) = SG2DM(fGg), and be-ause M(D) =M(D0) i� M(D) �M(D0) and M(D0) �M(D), it suÆesto show the deidability of M(D) � M(D0) in the ase where D = fGgonsists of a single impliit generalization G = P (~s)=fP (~s�1); : : : ; P (~s�n)g.Without loss of generality, we assume that P (~s) and P (~s�1); : : : ; P (~s�n) donot share any variables.Let x1; : : : ; xm be the variables in P (~s) and let y1; : : : ; yk be the variablesin P (~s�1); : : : ; P (~s�n). The impliit generalization G states that the formula8~x:(8~y:~x6'~x�1 ^ : : : ^ ~x6'~x�n) =) P (~s) holds in M(D).By Proposition 5.9, M(D) � M(D0) holds i� R(D0) j=� P (~t) for ev-ery atom P (~t) 2 M(D). Equivalently, the set R(D0) [ f9~x:8~y:~x 6'~x�1 ^: : : ^ ~x 6'~x�n ^ :P (~s)g does not have a Herbrand model over �. Writ-ing the latter formula as a set of onstrained lauses, we an derive thatthe same holds for the onstrained lause set R(D0) [ f~v'~x�1 k�; : : : ;~v'~x�n k�; ~v'~x kP (s)!g.By Lemma 6.5, whether this onstrained lause set has a Herbrand modelover � is deidable by means of the alulus COR. �Example 6.7. The DIG D0 = fP (x; s(y))=fP (s(x0); s(x0))gg and the DIGD from Examples 5.2 and 5.10 desribe the same model. We only show thatM(D) �M(D0).Expressed as a satis�ability problem of onstrained lauses, we have tohek whether R(D) [ fv1'x; v2'y kP (x; s(y))!; v1's(x0); v2'x0 k�g isHerbrand-satis�able over �. To do so, we saturate this set with respet toCOR.Sine R(D)[fv1's(x0); v2'x0 k�g is saturated, all non-redundant infer-enes use at least one desendant of v1'x; v2'y kP (x; s(y))!. The followingonstrained lauses an be derived. We index the new onstrained lausesby (0). . . (9). Eah of these onstrained lauses is derived from one lause inR(D) (whih is not repeated here) and another lause that is indiated by
32



its index:index onstrained lause derived from(0) v1's(x0); v2'x0 k �(1) v1'x; v2'y k P (x; s(y))!(2) v1'x; v2'y k _P1(x; s(y))! �P1(x; s(y)) (1)(3) v1'x; v2'y k _P2(x; s(y))! �P2(x; s(y)) (1)(4) v1's(x); v2'y k ! �P1(s(x); s(y)) (2)(5) v1's(x); v2'y; x6's(y) k _P1(x; s(y))! (2)(6) v1's(x); v2'y; s(x) 6's(y) k � (4) or (5)(7) v1'0; v2'y k ! �P2(0; s(y)) (3)(8) v1'x; v2'y k _P2(x; s(y))! (3)(9) v1'0; v2'y k � (7) or (8)No further non-redundant onstrained lauses an be derived. The onstraintset f(v1's(x0); v2'x0); (v1's(x); v2'y; s(x) 6's(y)); (v1'0; v2'y)gonsisting of the onstraints of the onstrained lauses (0), (6), and (9) isovering, whih means that the whole onstrained lause set is Herbrand-unsatis�able over �, i.e. that M(D) �M(D0). �6.3 Deidability of Formula EntailmentApart from deiding equivalene of DIG representations, we an deide forformulas from a number of lasses whether they are true in models repre-sented by DIGs.Theorem 6.8 (Deidability of DIG Formula Entailment). Let D be a DIGand let � be a quanti�er-free formula over � with variables ~x; ~y. The followingproblems are deidable:(1) M(D) j= 8~x:9~y:� is deidable if one of the following holds:(a) � is a single lause(b) � is a onjuntion of lauses of the form ! �() � is a onjuntion of lauses of the form �!(d) � is a onjuntion of unit lauses where no prediate appears inboth a positive and a negative literal(2) M(D) j= 9~x:8~y:� is deidable if one of the following holds:33



(a) � is a onjuntion of literals(b) � is a onjuntion of lauses of the form �!() � is a onjuntion of lauses of the form ! �(d) � is a lause where no prediate appears in both a positive and anegative literalProof. We �rst onsider the ase (1a).Let � = (P;F) and let P 0 be the set of fresh prediates in R(D). Let � =C = A1; : : : ; An ! B1; : : : ; Bm and let N = f~v'~x k! A1; : : : ; ~v'~x k! An;~v'~x kB1 !; : : : ; ~v'~x kBn !g: By Proposition 5.9, M(D) j= 8~x:9~y:� isequivalent to R(D) j=� 8~x:9~y:�. This in turn is equivalent to the Herbrand-unsatis�ability of R(D) [ f9~x:8~y::�g, or equivalently R(D) [ N , over thesignature �0 = (P [ P 0;F). By Lemma 6.5, the Herbrand-unsatis�ability ofR(D) [N over �0 is deidable.The proofs for (1b){(1d) are exatly analogous, using slight variations ofLemma 6.5. The deidability of the problems (2a){(2d) redues to (1a){(1d),respetively, beause M(D) j= 9~x:8~y:� if and only if M(D) 6j= 8~x:9~y::�. �The simple nature of atomi representations allows us to go one stepfurther:Theorem 6.9 (Deidability of ARM Formula Entailment). Let D be anARM over � and let � be a quanti�er-free formula over � with variables ~x; ~y.It is deidable whether M(D) j= 8~x:9~y:� and whether M(D) j= 9~x:8~y:�.Proof. We �rst show the deidability of M(D) j= 8~x:9~y:�. Let � = (P;F)and let P 0 be the set of fresh prediates in R(D). We write the formula:� as an equivalent �nite set N:� of unonstrained lauses and set N =f(~v'~x kC) j C 2 N:�g.Consider �rst some unonstrained lause C = A1; : : : ; Am ! B1; : : : ; Bnand assume that onstrained lauses in R(D) and C do not share any uni-versal variables. It holds that M(D) 6j= C i� there are onstrained lauses�i k! A0i and �j kB0j ! in R(D) and a substitution � : X ! T (F) suhthat Ai� = A0i� , Bj� = B0j� and �i� and �j� are satis�able1 for all i; j. Byde�nition of R(D), all positive lauses in R(D) are unonstrained, so this isequivalent to the formulaW�� being satis�able, where the disjuntion rangesover all � = �1; : : : ; �k and � suh that there are onstrained lauses k! A0iand �j kB0j ! in R(D) and � is a most general simultaneous uni�er of all(Ai; A0i) and (Bj; B0j).1Note that all �j are purely negative and so none of them ontains any existentialvariables. 34



Coming bak to the validity of N , it holds that M(D) 6j= N i� for everysubstitution � : V ! T (F) there is a substitution � : vars(� kC) n V !T (F) and a onstrained lause � kC 2 N , suh that ��� is satis�able andM 6j= C� . By the onsiderations above, this is equivalent to the satis�abilityof the formula V� kC2N W�� ^ �� .M(D) j= 9~x:8~y:� is deided analogously, without negating �. �
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7 ConlusionWe have extended the deidability results of [11℄ for ARMs to arbitrary for-mulas with one quanti�er alternation and for DIGs to several more restritiveformula strutures with one quanti�er alternation.Our approah has potential for further researh. We restrited our atten-tion to a non-equational setting, whereas our initial �xed domain alulus [14℄onsiders equations as well. It is an open problem to what extend our re-sults also hold in an equational setting. In [11℄, the �nite and in�nite (open)signature semantis for DIGs was onsidered. Our results refer to the �nitesignature semantis where atually only the signature symbols of a �nite sat-urated set are onsidered in the minimal model. It is not known what anin�nite (further symbols) signature semantis means to our approah. Fi-nally, in [11℄ the question was raised what happens if one onsiders morerestritive, e.g., linear DIGs. We know that linear DIGs require less e�ortin prediate ompletion but it is an open question whether this has furthere�ets on deidability (omplexity) results.
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